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Abstract. We describe two ways to compute independent com-

ponent analyses. Derivations do not depend on using a con-

ceptualization in terms of random variables but are defined

directly in term of finite matrices. The first technique is re-

lated to the methods used in polynomial component analysis,

the second to array decomposition.

1. Fixed Rank Approximation

The problem we study in this paper is to approximate an n ×m
data matrix Y by a product XA′, where X is n× r and A is m× r .

In regression analysis the matrix X is known, and we merely have

to compute A. In component and factor analysis both X and A are

unknown and must be computed. Using terminology familiar from

psychometrics we call X the components and A the loadings.

Suppose Y = XA′. Take S to be any non-singular matrix of or-

der r , with S−T the transpose of its inverse. Define X̃ = XS and
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Ã = AS−T . Then X̃Ã′ = XA′ = Y . Thus components and loadings

are not uniquely determined, and we generally impose some addi-

tional identification conditions. The most useful and familiar one

is X′X = I, although this is still not enough to uniquely define the

decomposition. The previous indeterminacy relation still applies if

we choose S to be square orthonormal.

Two cases must be distinguished. If r <min(m,n) the approxima-

tion is called component analysis (CA), if r > m it is called factor

analysis (FA). In the case of factor analysis we need additional iden-

tification conditions. The usual one, in addition to X′X = I, is

(1) A
m×r

=
[

L
b×(r−m)

| D
m×m

]
,

with D diagonal.

There is an huge amount of literature in psychometrics, much of

it rather confusing, about the differences between component and

factor analysis. Some of it is philosophical, and concerns the use

and testability of “models” or “theories” in multivariate analysis.

Some of it is algebraic, and discusses the remaining indetermina-

cies of the decomposition Y = XA′ under the constraints of factor

analysis.

In this paper we are discuss the matrix approximation problem

Y ≈ XA′ under various constraints on X and/ or A, say X ∈ X ⊆
Rn×r and A ∈ A ⊆ Rm×r . The approximation problem also covers

(multivariate) regression, but we shall concentrate on the case in

which both X and A are partially or completely unknown.

In order to compute the optimal approximation we use a loss map

F : Rn×m ⇒R and a norm-like function δ onR. Here δ is norm-like

if it is continuous, non-negative, and vanishes only at the origin.

The loss map F maps the data, and the approximation, into the

loss space R, where we actually measure the quality of the approx-

imation. Approximating the data then means minimizing the loss
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function

(2) σ(X,A) ∆=δ(F(Y)− F(XA′)).
An important special case uses the identity map F(Y) = Y . An-

other familiar example of a loss map is F(Y) = Y ′Y . If X is con-

strained by X′X = I, then this means we must minimize δ(Y ′Y −
AA′), and X has been eliminated from the approximation problem.

The metric then can be defined by least squares, multinormal max-

imum likelihood, and so on. More complicated loss maps use the

empirical distribution function or empirical characteristic function

for F .

But no matter what loss map and what norm we choose, in all cases

we have to answer the question if the best approximation exists, if

it is unique, and how it can be computed.

2. Classical PCA/FA

Let us first look at case in which F is the identity. Many choices

for the metric δ on Rn×m have been proposed, but we shall limit

ourselves to the least squares loss function

(3) σ(X,A) = tr (Y −XA′)′W(Y −XA′),

with W is positive definite diagonal matrix of weights. Much more

general weight structures are discussed in De Leeuw [1984].

We now minimize σ(X,A) over all m × r matrices A and over the

n × r matrices X that satisfy X′WX = I. Note that we do not

assume r ≤m, but we do assume r ≤ n. If X′WX = I then

min
A
σ(X,A) = σ(X,Y ′WX) = tr Y ′WY −X′WYY ′WX

and thus, if r < m,

min
X′WX=I

min
A
σ(X,A) =

m∑
s=r+1

λ2
s (W

1
2Y).
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Here λ1() ≥ · · · ≥ λm() are the ordered singular values of its ma-

trix argument. If r ≥ rank(Y), for instance because r ≥ m, then

minX′WX=I minAσ(X,A) = 0. It is shown in appendix A that

min
X′WX=I

σ(X,A) = tr Y ′WY + tr A′A− 2
r∑
s=1

λs(W
1
2YA),

Thus minimizing the loss function can be done by maximizing∑r
s=1 λs(W

1
2YA) =

∑r
s=1

√
λs(A′Y ′WYA) over A satisfying tr A′A =

1. If r ≥m we must find A of unit Frobenius norm that maximizes

the spectral norm of W
1
2YA.

In FA, using equation (1), the loss function is

σ(X, L,D) = tr (Y − ZL′ −UD)′W(Y − ZL′ −UD).

The constraints are Z′Z = I, U ′U = I, Z′U = 0 and D is diagonal.

Alternating least squares methods to compute the best approxi-

mation are in De Leeuw [2004]. It is straightforward to adapt these

methods to simple modifications of the technique that result, for

example, from dropping the constraint Z′Z = I or from requiring

D to be block-diagonal.

3. Independence

Orthogonality of the components may not be a strong enough re-

quirement to isolate independent effects. There are many situa-

tions in multivariate analysis in which successive components are

functions of a single first component [Guttman, 1950; Kendall,

1971; Hill and Gauch, 1980; Diaconis et al., 2008]. This leads to

polynomial components, also known as “horseshoes” [Van Rijck-

evorsel, 1987] or the “Effet Guttman” [Flament and Milland, 2005].

Consequently, it may be of interest to require “independence” in-

stead of “uncorrelatedness”. This is problematic, because indepen-

dence is not an algebraic but a probabilistic concept, and it cannot

readily be translated into a finite number of linear algebra con-

straints on the components. We can approximate the notion of
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independence, however, by requiring the X satisfies a set of inde-

pendence conditions of the form

n∑
i=1

wi
p∏
s=1

xrsis =
p∏
s=1

n∑
i=1

wix
rs
is .

Note that each vector r = (r1, · · · , rp) of non-negative integers de-

fines an independence condition. Thus there is an infinite number

these conditions, and from that infinite number we have to select

a finite number to use as constraints.

Consider the integer vectors Rρ of length p, whose elements add

up to ρ. The independence constraints in R0 and R1 are trivially

statisfied. The independence constraints in R2 are equivalent to

the orthogonality constraint X′WX = I, and thus if we only im-

pose R2 the constraints define linear CA (or FA, if the appropriate

restrictions are imposed on A).

The R3 constraints are
n∑
i=1

wixisxitxiu = 0

for all triples s < t < u and
n∑
i=1

wix2
isxit = 0

for all pairs s 6= t.

For the R4 constraints we have
n∑
i=1

wixisxitxiuxiv = 0

for all quadruples s < t < u < v , and
n∑
i=1

wixisx3
it = 0

for all pairs s 6= t, and
n∑
i=1

wixisxitx2
iu = 0
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for all triples (s, t,u) with s < t and u 6= s, t. We also have

n∑
i=1

wix2
isx

2
it = 1

for all pairs s < t.

4. Direct Least Squares

Minimize the loss function (3), with X constrained by a set of inde-

pendence conditions, and optionally A constrained by linear con-

straints such as (1).

For an algorithm we could explore ALS with the columns of X as

blocks. Partition X and A as

X =
[
x | X

]
,

A =
[
a | A

]
.

Let Z ∆=Y −XA′. Then

σ(X,A) = tr (Z − xa′)′W(Z − xa′) =

= tr Z′WZ − 2a′Z′Wx + x′Wx.a′a

If there are no restrictions on a, then finding the optimal x means

maximizing the quadratic form x′WZZ′Wx under the indepen-

dence conditions, which include x′Wx = 1. If, as in FA, some

elements of a are restricted to be equal to zero, we use a slightly

modified quadrtaic form.

The situations is relatively simple if we require
∑n
i=1wixixis = 0

for s = 2, · · · , p, and
∑n
i=1wixixisxit = 0 for s, t = 2, · · · , p.

These are simple orthogonality conditions, which can easily be ex-

tended to higher orders. Conditions such as
∑n
i=1wix

r
i xis = 0 for

s = 2, · · · , p are more complicated, however. If r = 2 they can be

written as x′Vsx = 0, but if r > 2 we move into the more compli-

cated realm of multilinear algebra.
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Thus it is computationally convenient in an ALS approach to limit

ourselves to independence constraints of the form

n∑
i=1

wi
p∏
s=1

xrsis = 0,

with all rs either zero or one. But these relatively simple con-

straints may not prevent horseshoes from occurring. We need

some additional theory to deal with, for example, some constraints

of the form
n∑
i=1

wix
rs
isx

rt
it =

n∑
i=1

wix
rs
is

n∑
i=1

wix
rt
it .

for all s 6= t and for selected rs , rt ≥ 1.

5. Array Decomposition

Define

ψ(η) ∆= log
n∑
i=1

wi exp{η′Axi}.

A power series expansion gives

ψ(η) = 1
2

n∑
i=1

wi(η′Axi)2 +
1
6

n∑
i=1

wi(η′Axi)3+

+ 1
24


n∑
i=1

wi(η′Axi)4 − 3{
n∑
i=1

wi(η′Axi)2}2

+ · · ·
Define the symmetric k-dimensional array, of dimension p × · · · × p︸ ︷︷ ︸

k times

,

M(k) ∆=
n∑
i=1

wi{xi ⊗ · · · ⊗ xi︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times

}

Thus M(1) = 0 and M(2) = X′WX. We also use M(k) for the corre-

sponding symmetric multilinear forms.

ψ(η) = 1
2
M(2)(A′η,A′η)+ 1

6
M(3)(A′η,A′η,A′η)+

+ 1
24

{
M(4)(A′η,A′η,A′η,Aη)− 3M(2)(A′η,A′η)2

}
+ · · ·
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If the independence constraints are true, then M(2) = I and M(3)

only has non-zero elements, the skewness γs , along the body diag-

onal. Thus

M(2)(A′η,A′η) = η′AA′η,

and

M(3)(A′η,A′η,A′η) =
p∑
s=1

γs(a′sη)3.

Element (s1, s2, s3, s4) of M(4) is equal to 1 if the four indices are

made up of two pairs of equal indices. It is equal to the kurtosis κs
if all four indices are equal. Thus

M(4)(A′η,A′η,A′η,Aη) =
p∑
s=1

(κs − 3)(a′sη)4 + 3{
p∑
s=1

(a′sη)2}2

Thus, if the independence constraints are true,

ψ(η) = 1
2

p∑
s=1

(asη)2 +
1
6

p∑
s=1

γs(asη)3 +
1
24

p∑
s=1

(κs − 3)(asη)4 + · · ·

If we differentiate we find

D(1)ψ(0) = 0,

D(2)ψ(0) =
p∑
s=1

{as ⊗ as},

D(3)ψ(0) =
p∑
s=1

γs{as ⊗ as ⊗ as},

D(4)ψ(0) =
p∑
s=1

(κs − 3){as ⊗ as ⊗ as ⊗ as}.

Thus we can find A by solving one or several of the equation arrays

n∑
i=1

wi{yi ⊗yi} =
p∑
s=1

{as ⊗ as},

n∑
i=1

wi{yi ⊗yi ⊗yi} =
p∑
s=1

γs{as ⊗ as ⊗ as},
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and

n∑
i=1

wi{yi⊗yi⊗yi⊗yi}−3


n∑
i=1

wi{yi ⊗yi}

O

n∑
i=1

wi{yi ⊗yi}

 =
=

p∑
s=1

(κs − 3){as ⊗ as ⊗ as ⊗ as}.

More generally all multivariate cumulants of Y under independence

have this symmetric array decomposition (INDSCAL-PARAFAC) struc-

ture. Note that these array decomposition methods do not give a

solution for X, only for A. Also note that there is no restriction

that p ≤m, only that p ≤ n.

There are many algorithms available to (approximately) solve these

equations. One simple way to proceed is to use the method pro-

posed by De Leeuw and Pruzansky [1978], but the ICA literature [Hyväri-

nen et al., 2001, Chapter 11] also discusses methods such as FOBI

and JADE.

6. Algorithms

6.1. Using Second and Third Order Information.

6.2. Simultaneous Diagonalization of the Third Order Array.

6.3. Coordinate Descent.

ãis = ais + δi`δsτθis

ãisãjsãks = (ais + δi`δsτθ)(ajs + δj`δsτθ)(aks + δk`δsτθ)

ãisãjsãks = aisajsaks + θδsτ(aisajsδk` +aisaksδj` +ajsaksδi`)+

+ θ2δsτ(aisδj`δk` + ajsδi`δk` + aksδi`δj`)+ θ3δsτδi`δj`δk`.
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p∑
s=1

γsãisãjsãks =
p∑
s=1

γsãisãjsãks+θγτ(aiτajτδk`+aiτakτδj`+ajτakτδi`)+

+ θ2γτ(aiτδj`δk` + ajτδi`δk` + akτδi`δj`)+ θ3γτδi`δj`δk`

r̃ijk =
p∑
s=1

γsãisãjsãks − cijk

r̃ijk = rijk + θγτ(aiτajτδk` + aiτakτδj` + ajτakτδi`)+

+ θ2γτ(aiτδj`δk` + ajτδi`δk` + akτδi`δj`)+ θ3γτδi`δj`δk`

σ̃ =
m∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

m∑
k=1

r̃ 2
ijk

Obviously σ̃ is a polynomial of degree 6 in θ. Choose θ to be the

real root which minimize σ̃ , and cycle through the m × p coordi-

nates.
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Appendix A. Augmented Procrustus

Suppose X is an n×m matrix of rank r . Consider the problem of

maximizing tr U ′X over the n×m matrices U satisfying U ′U = I.
This is known as the Procrustus problem, and it is usually studied

for the case n ≥m = r . We want to generalize to n ≥m ≥ r . For

this, we use the singular value decomposition

X =
[
K1
n×r

K0
n×(n−r)

] Λ
r×r

0
r×(m−r)

0
(n−r)×r

0
(n−r)×(m−r)


 L′1

r×m
L′0

(m−r)×m

 .
Theorem A.1. The maximum of tr U ′X over n × m matrices U
satisfying U ′U = I is tr Λ, and it is attained for any U of the form

U = K1L′1+K0VL′0, where V is any (n−r)×(m−r)matrix satisfying

V ′V = I.

Proof. Using a symmetric matrix of Lagrange multipliers leads to

the stationary equations X = UM , which implies X′X = M2 or

M = ±(X′X)1/2. It also implies that at a solution of the stationary

equations tr U ′X = ±tr Λ. The negative sign corresponds with the

minimum, the positive sign with the maximum.

Now

M =
[
L1
m×r

L0
m×(m−r)

] Λ
r×r

0
r×(m−r)

0
(m−r)×r

0
(m−r)×(m−r)


 L′1

r×m
L′0

(m−r)×m

 .
If we write U in the form

U =
[
K1
n×r

K0
n×(n−r)

] U1
r×m
U0

(n−r)×m


then X = UM can be simplified to

U1L1 = I,

U0L1 = 0,
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with in addition, of course, U ′1U1+U ′0U0 = I. It follows that U1 = L′1
and

U0
(n−r)×m

= V
(n−r)×(m−r)

L′0
(m−r)×m

,

with V ′V = I. Thus U = K1L′1 +K0VL′0. �
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Appendix B. Decomposing a symmetric matrix

Suppose C is positive semi-definite or order n and rank r ≤ n.

Suppose p ≥ r . Describe all n × p matrices X such that C = XX′.
The eigenvalue-decomposition of C is

C =
[
K
n×r

K
n×(n−r)

] Λ2
r×r

0
r×(n−r)

0
(n−r)×r

0
(n−r)×(n−r)


 K′

r×n
K′

r×(n−r)


Now write X in the form

X =
[
K
n×r

K
n×(n−r)

] P
r×p
Q

(n−r)×p

 .
Then C = XX′ becomes Λ2

r×r
0

r×(n−r)

0
(n−r)×r

0
(n−r)×(n−r)

 =
 PP ′

r×r
PQ′

r×(n−r)
QP ′

(n−r)×r
QQ′

(n−r)×(n−r)


Thus Q = 0 and PP ′ = Λ2. It follows that X = KΛL′, where L is

p × r and satisfies L′L = I.
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